We provide a coupling proof that the transposition shuffle on a deck of n cards is mixing of rate n log(n) with a moderate constant. This has already been shown by Diaconis and Shahshahani but no natural coupling proof has been demonstrated to date. We also enlarge the methodology of coupling to include intuitive but nonadapted coupling rules, for example, to take in account future events and to prepare for their occurrence.
1 Introduction.
Random shufflings of a deck of n distinct cards are well-studied objects and a frequent metaphor describing a class of Markov chains invariant with respect to the symmetric group, S n . Here the focus is on transposition shuffling, one of the simplest shuffles, defined by uniformly sampling the deck twice with replacement and then interchanging the positions of these cards, if they are different.
Clearly, like all mixing, finite state Markov chains, the distribution of the ordering of the deck converges in total variation to the invariant measure, which by symmetry is uniform on the permutation group, S n . It is the rate of mixing, which presently holds our interest, as well as the coupling methods by which one might attempt to show good upper bounds on this rate. This is a well-defined problem in probability theory, and one would expect that a coupling argument would be the instrument of first choice. Indeed, there is such an approach, given in the online notes of Aldous and Fill [1] . This method gives a rate of O(n 2 ) and will be discussed later in the article. Unfortunately, but necessarily, this rate is not the optimal rate -we expect, O(n log(n)), which was proven by Diaconis and Shahshahani [2] using methods from the relatively rarified mathematical residential district of representation theory. This gap is apparent and somewhat long-standing, indeed Peres has listed the problem of showing the O(n log(n)) is the rate of uniform mixing, using a coupling approach, as a one of a number of interesting open problems, see [6] . Here we solve this problem. Moreover, we deconstruct different ways of looking at this kind of problem and enlarge the intuitions that might guide us in coupling.
Preliminary details.
Suppose that the number of cards n is fixed and define n = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} and supppose n 2 is the state space of a sequence of iid random variables {Y m : m ∈ Z} which are uniformly distributed on n 2 . We will also assume or construct a bijection from n 2 to the set of mechanisms creating a sequence of transpositions (or identity) on n. Each Y m thus produces independent uniform transpositions, although there is a probability of 1 n that there will be no change in the ordering of the deck. Given an initial probability distribution on S n we let the law of the distribution on S n be actualized by a random vector R describing the images of cards 0, 1, . . . , n−1 in order. This gives a well defined Markov Chain. It will be sometimes useful to Possionify the Markov Chain to continuous time with iid exponentially distributed, parameter 1 interarrival times. In other words, Y m occurs at a time T 1 + T 2 + · · · + T m where T m are iid mean one exponentially distributed random variables. We denote the law of the totality of this setup by P and if λ is the distribution of the initial configuration, we denote the law of this conditional distribution by P |λ.
A coupling argument would require the construction of a joint distribution on the product of P andP = (P |I) where I denotes the point mass distribution on S n giving the identity probability 1. This joint distribution must have marginal distributions that agree with P andP and so that the random variables R andR agree from some time T onward. Notice that the shuffle is invariant with respect to the symmetric group in the following sense:
Definition. Suppose that X m is a Markov Chain on a discrete group G. The chain is said to be group invariant if dist(γX m+1 |X m = α) is equal to the dist(X m+1 |X m = γ −1 α) for all γ, α ∈ S 3 .. This is a homogeneity condition similar to that of independent increments and says that the shuffle is independent of the values or printed labels on the cards. It implies that the distribution of cycle structures of X 1 given X 0 = α depends only on the cycle structure of α. The set of group elements with a given cycle structure form a conjugacy class in the group, S n . For example, if α is a transposition, that it a 2-cycle, then regardless of what α is specifically it has the same coupling and transition structure as any other transposition. Because the identity transitions to each of the n choose 2 transpositions with equal probability 2 n 2 and remains at the identity with probability , we could analyze this process as a Markov chain on the conjugacy classes, i.e. classes of permutations with the same cycle structure. Further, this random walk on the cyclic decompositions is biased toward intermediate central weights of the permutations (where the weight is equal to the sum of the cycle lengths minus the number of cycles and equal to the minimum number of transpositions required to reduce the permutation to the identity). We could have used this approach to analyze recurrence rates. The number of distinct cycle structures is equal to the partition function on the integers, P (n) which grows exponentially with rate 4n 3 much slower than the rate of n log(n) that n! grows with.
There are many ways to associate an element (i, j) in n 2 with a transposition. Each card has a value or label printed on it and each card has a location, the number of cards above it on the deck plus 1. Let Q be the set of values or labels and let P = the set of positions of the cards. If (i, j) is a member of P × P then we associate (i, j) with interchanging the locations of card i and card J. If (i, j) is a member of P × Q, then we associate (i, j) with taking card i and placing it location j and then using the card that was in location j (if different from i to replace i in its original location. When we begin to couple, we will be following the motion of two decks. It is natural to apply the same operation to each deck. For example, it we did this with P × Q notation for evolution, we could the same transposition for both to eventually obtain coupling in O(n 2 ) as in Aldous and Fill [1] . However, we have much more flexibility than that. Given any bijective map from P × Q to P × Q, called an association mapping to relate the coupled moves of each deck. An association mapping tells us how to couple the immediate descendants of two group elements that are coupled. Recall that we must preserve relations like siblings and cousins in the tree.
Most coupling arguments are made up of present and past measurable constituents, that is the coupling method is adapted to an increasing sequence of σ-fields so that the present and past are measurable with respect to their corresponding σ-fields, and that the σ-fields have enough extra randomness to perform independent experiments, subdivide atoms, and so on. In some ways this tendency toward adaptive coupling is historic, and in some ways it is natural to follow one's intuition, and then make it rigorous. The first coupling arguments most people see is a passive coupling in which two Markov chains are allowed to go their own way independently of each other until they happen to obtain the same state at the same time. From this random time onward they coupled together. It is also true that if we had perfect knowledge of the situation, we would be able to make the optimal coupling at any time. Unfortunately, the numbers are usually too large and the relationships too complex. The point here is that non-adapted coupling can be natural, intuitive, and have great power in solving problems. Indeed, as we shall see, we can even couple so that we anticiplate the future and prepare for it, while maintaining the only essential ingrediant of coupling, that of having perfect (or near perfect) distributions on the marginal processes. Moreover, it is possible to make have couplings made up of surgically cut and pasted pieces of sample path.
3 Strong Uniform Mixing, Weak Bernoulli, and Coupling.
If X m and Y m are stochastic processes then a coupling of X m and Y m is a joint probability distribution on the product, (X m , Y m ) so that the marginal distributions on X and Y agree with original distributions. We say that X m (ω) and Y m (ω) are coupled at the random time T if for m ≥ N it is the case that X m = Y m . If T is finite a.s. then this argument shows that the distributions of X m , m > k and Y m , m > k are converging in the total variation distance as k becomes large and hence have convergent distributions. Diaconis and Shahshahani [2] define a finite state Markov chain X with invarient probability U, to be strong uniform mixing if there is a stopping time T so that
is independent of the group element α. Because of this and the invariance of the uniform distribution on G, for any α we have P [X k = α|T ≤ k] = 1/|G| because the invariant measure is uniform on G. Regardless of the distribution of X 0 we have the following bound on the total variation norm, ||U − dist(X k )|| is less than or equal to P [T > k] because this is the only part of the probability space where the total variation is not forced to be 0. The rate of mixing is carried by the distribution of the stopping time. Coupling arises because the total variation norm is achieved by joining the distributions together in a probability preserving way. Because the process is Markov it makes sense for the definition to be independent of the intial state. Coupling for general processes is usually connected to weak Bernoulli which has a rich history (aka absolutely regular and β−mixing [?]). , and (iv) the coupling respects the tree structure of future sample paths, so if X ′ and X ′′ are coupled at time m > 0 then each of their descendents (or successors) are also coupled together, i.e. the coupling is given by a tree automorphism of the branching future paths.
The terminology comes from Hoffman and Rudolph [4] in which they used tree very weak Bernoulli to study isomorphisms of 1 to p endomorphisms. The conditional distributions of {X m , m ∈ [1, 2, . . . , M]} live on the set of labeled trees of length M. We raise the definition because many, if not most coupling methods have this property of being tree consistent.
When applying tree weak Bernoulli or tree coupling it is important to consider the events defined by the finitely valued random variables to be atomless, e.g. a subset of the unit interval. Achieving optimal total variation norm typically requires subdividing these events into events of smaller but arbitrary probability.
In any given situation, it is possible, in principle to find the optimal coupling. However, the size of the state space and dependence within the process often make this impractical.
Methods were developed to speed up the coupling time while maintaining the distributions on the marginal processes. The methods relied on intuition and insight and were usually dynamical. By dynamical, we mean that the coupling at a given time depended upon the process up to that time and, perhaps, some external sources of independent randomness. In other words the coupling was adapted to the pair of processes as they were being constructed. unlike uniform strong mixing, tree weak Bernoulli is pathwise and needs a probability-preserving path-wise isomorphism between the future trees of possibilities of the processes.
To illustrate difference between uniform strong mixing and tree weak Bernoulli suppose we have a Markov Chain with state space a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 and suppose the only allowable transitions, each with conditional probability one half, are:
The matrix is doubly stochastic so the invariant probability is uniform on each state. Suppose we have two Markov chains with this law and initial states: X 0 = a 1 , and Y 0 = b 2 . Possible forward paths are
The distribution of X 2 and Y 2 are equal and at equilibrium, ||dist(
On the other hand any tree coupling of (X 0 ,
. Similarly, the tree weak Bernoulli or tree coupling coefficients of a process may be different than the uniformly strong mixing coefficients; although the coupling distance is never less than the total variation distance.
4 Transposition shuffling for the case n = 3.
The models we deal with here are invariant random walks on a group in which each step has the same probability, although the case that different steps will go the same location is allowed and expected. The set up is a Markov Chain that is itself a hidden Markov Chain with the same number of equally likely outcomes at any stage.
Let G be a finite group and we are given {1, 2, . . . , K} with possibly repetitive group elements α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α K . The Markov Chain consists of random variables {X i , k i } with transitions to {X i+1 , k i+1 } where k i+1 is chosen uniformly from the K possible choices and X i+1 = α i+1 X i , using the group operation. A technical advantage of this assumption is that all strings of length r have the same probability as sample paths. This makes coupling arguments a bit cleaner. We are assuming the the chain is mixing, the graph of this chain is regular, and X i converges to U the uniform probability measure on G.
We begin with the group S 3 which consists of the identity, (123), two three cycles of weight 2, (231) and (312), and three transpositions of weight 1, (132), (213), and (321).
We will make some calculations between two processes, (X m ) where X 0 = (123), the identity and Y m in which every specific Y m for m greater than or equal to 0 has the invariant distribution.
First let us write down the Markov matrix for this process:
123 231 312 132 213 321  123  3  0  0  2  2  2  231  0  3  0  2  2  2  312  0  0  3  2  2  2  132  2  2  2  3  0  0  213  2  2  2  0  3  0  321  2  2  2  0  0  3 If M is the matrix shown then the (1/9)M is the stochastic matrix that represents the dynamics of the chain.
The square of M is M 2 = 9I +12N where N is the 6 by 6 matrix consisting of all 1's. The maximum total variation distance between any starting point and any other starting point (2112)/81 = 9/3 4 = 1/9. If we raise M to the 2m power we get M 2m = (9 * I + 12 * N) m = a m I + b m A and continuing this calculation shows that the difference between the (1,1) entry and the (1,2) entry is 9 m = 3 2m . This means that after 2m iterations the total variation norm between any two distinct starting place is 1/3 2m so the mixing rate is geometric with error of 1/(2 * (3 2 m)) and the mixing rate is 1/3. (The 1/2 comes from reducing the total variation distance between distinct starting place to that of one starting permutation and the uniform distribution.) Since every odd power of M is the product of an even power of M with M, we can similarly compute the total variation distance in this case. An analogous calculation gives the total variation distance between X m and the uniform U is ||dist(X m )) − U|| =
Using the Q, P description (picking a face value and then picking a location to swap cards with) there are 9 equally equal possibilities. If X 0 = 123, the identity then X 1 has nine equally outcomes, three of are 123, and there are two chances for each of three transpositions 132, 213, and 321. These are shown in the chart below. In keeping with group invarience, the possible successors of any permutation are three chances to remain in its previous state and two chances for each group elements of opposite parity. 1  3  2  1  123 213 321  2  213 123 132  3  321 132 123 On the other hand, if we wish to couple with path arising from 132 and using group invariance, we get the following table: 1  2  3  1  132 312 231  2  312 132 123  3  231 123 132 Looking at the diagram, we see that four out of nine outcomes can be perfectly coupled and the remain line up as transpositions of each other. Actually we can do a bit better by coupling two that differ by a 3-cycle and then 4 that couple as transpositions. Specifically, couple two 123 with the corresponding 123's, the two 132's with the corresponding 132's, the remaining 123 with 312 and 213 with 132, then the remaining three couple in any way with the corresponding remaining 3 outcomes. After drawing some infinite trees, and calculating many geometric series one arrives as the optimal tree coupling which is m3 −m . Note that this coupling is strickly larger, leaving open the possibility that tree coupling may be unable to achieve the optimal mixing rates. As an aside, note that the trajectories of the process are given by a two dimensional substitution system given by iterating the nthree by three diagrams above.
Super-fast coupling.
Consider an n-card deck. Recall the random transposition shuffle occurs by making two independent uniform choices of cards, and interchanging them. We assume time is continuous so the transpositions happen one at a time with exponential times of rate one in between, i.e. for each pair of cards a and b , transposition < a , b > has rate 2 n 2 , i.e. the two identical transpositions < a , b > and < b , a > happen with rate 1 n 2 each. Transposition < a , a > has rate 1 n 2 . Diaconis and Shahshahani used group representation methods to show that the mixing time for this shuffling process is O(n log n), see [2] and [3] . In [1] the possible coupling approach was shown to produce upper bound = O(n 2 ), while [6] lists showing O(n log n) mixing time via coupling construction as an open problem. Here we solve it.
Notations and vocabulary.
Notations and Vocabulary < ·, · > -transpositions in the card shuffling process < a , · > -transpositions initiated by card a A t -the top shuffling process B t -the bottom shuffling process
-the coupled process
-transpositions in the bottom shuffling process B t ≪ ·, · ≫ -transpositions in the coupled process A t B t association map -hidden association between positions/locations in the top process and positions/locations in the bottom process that will be used to establish the rates for the coupled process
Label-to-location and label-to-label transpositions.
One of the possible coupling constructions was described in [1] . There, at each step, a card a and a location i were selected at random and the transposition ≪ a , i ≫ that moves card a to location i was applied in both processes, A t and B t . Clearly, this coupling slows down significantly when the number of discrepancies is small enough, thus producing an upper bound of order O(n 2 ) instead of O(n log n). An equivalent result can be achieved by first randomly selecting a card a , and then applying transposition ≪ a , i ≫ with location i selected at random if a is not coupled, and applying transposition ≪ a , b ≫ of cards a and b in both processes, for a randomly selected card b , if a is coupled, i.e. in the situation when a is at the same location for both processes, A t and B t , denoted by a | a . The second coupling is important as it can be improved to match the correct O(n log n) order for mixing time. The improvement comes in the form of a combinatorial trick, similar to the one used by Euler in computing the number of permutations of n elements with all elements displaced.
From here on transpositions ≪ a , b ≫ will be called label-to-label transpositions.
Group invariance.
First without loss of generality, we would like to point out that in our coupling construction whenever a coupled card, say b is selected, and thus a transposition ≪ b , a ≫ with another card a is to be applied, we actually need not do this transposition as the resulting discrepancies will be the same (with different card values, of course) as before the transposition. This is because they have the same cycle structure and so are conjugate. Moreover, if the card a is not coupled, and waiting for the transposition ≪ a , i ≫, then after ≪ b , a ≫ the card b will be uncoupled and we will make it wait for ≪ b , i ≫ with the same random i, as i has not been used yet. If we ignore transposition ≪ b , a ≫, then a will continue waiting for ≪ a , i ≫ as if no changes have happened. If σ is a permutation of face values on the cards, then from our point of view, the coupled process
is equivalent σA t σB t because of group invariance of the process. Also, if a is uncoupled, and ≪ a , i ≫ is to occur, where site i is occupied by the same b in both processes, no relabeling is necessary (i.e. relabeling is optional). If we don't relabel, the card a will have to reselect a random new i, and wait for ≪ a , i ≫ to happen. The key point is that the situation is invariant under label-to-label transpositions.
Improving coupling with an Euler's trick.
We will start with the case of two discrepancies (d = 2), that is when the coupling speed is slowest. So there are only two discrepancies, at sites d 1 and d 2 :
Due to the "group invariance" that was mentioned before, the above picture doesn't change until either a or b jumps to either d 1 or d 2 , in both, top and the bottom processes. The rest of the transpositions are "label-to-label" jumps that do not change the picture. If we do not adjust this coupling, the waiting time to cancel the two discrepancies will average
which is too large. We are going to modify the coupling construction.
5.4.1 Two discrepancies and one association map (i.e. d = 2, k = 1).
We take one of the two uncoupled cards, say a . There is a random site i 1 such that ≪ a , i 1 ≫ is bound to happen, with correction to symbolic invariance, at a certain exponential 
Now, at time t 1 of the association map, the three sites are renamed according to the following association map rule
So from our new perspective, time t 1 is the time when the location names change according to the above law. We will say that the association map expires at t 1 .
We use the above association map to determine the rates for the coupled process in the time interval (0, t 1 ]:
• Rates for a : the first jump ≪ a , i 1 ≫ occurs at time t 1
• Rates for a1 : a1 does label-to-location jumps, where locations are defined by the association map ( 
occurs, b will only be allowed to do label-to-label jumps.
• For the rest of the cards, we apply label-to-label transpositions of the coupled process.
Since we excluded ≪ a1 , d 1 /d 2 ≫ as a label-to-label transposition, the jump time t 2 for the card a1 is exponential(
). Now, t 2 < t 1 with probability
. In that case, transpositions ≪ a1 , i 1 /d 1 ≫ and ≪ a1 , d 2 /i 1 ≫ cancel the discrepancies on the association map (1) . That happens with probability 2 n−1
. Thus, the probability of canceling the discrepancy by time t 1 is
is the probability that the discrepancy is canceled as the result of the jump initiated by a at t 1 or a1 at t 2 < t 1 , and if this doesn't happen then, with probability P [t b < t 1 ] = . But we only used one association map at a time.
Two discrepancies and εn association maps
Suppose we use one association map (1), as above. Now, in the new picture, we again have two discrepancies, and we can start by trying to cancel them without waiting for time t 1 . We do it by considering transposition ≪ a1 , i 2 ≫, where i 2 is a randomly selected site on the new scheme below. Important: The scheme (1) doesn't change after t 1 , only the location names do. So, if i 2 was equal to i 1 /d 1 before t 1 , then i 2 will be equal to d 1 after t 1 . Note: If i 2 = i 1 in the above example, then
with respect to the first association map. We don't interchange labels a and a1 , we reselect i 2 and wait one more exponential( 1 n ) time for ≪ a1 , i 2 ≫ to occur. Up until the first time ≪ a1 , i 2 ≫ with i 2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}\{i 1 } rings. In other words, the jump time t 2 for ≪ a1 , i 2 ≫ with i 2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}\{i 1 } is exponential( 
Again we have two discrepancies, and we consider ≪ a2 , i 3 ≫ for random i 3 ∈ {1, 2, . . 
Note: i 3 is a location with respect to the association map (2). The waiting time t 3 for ≪ a2 , i 3 ≫ is exponential(
. Each time we cancel the discrepancies with probability
or construct one more association map.
We will construct a chain of at most k = ⌊εn⌋ association maps like that, where ε ∈ (0, 1) is fixed. Observe: For all cards other than a , a1 , a2 , . . . , ak and b w.r.t. symbolic invariance, all jumps are label-to-label transpositions. For cards a , a1 , a2 , . . . , ak , each aj does label-to-location jumps with respect to the j-th association map.
If we cancel the discrepancy on k-th round, i.e. at time t k , then the coupling completes at time τ k = min{t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t k }, where for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, t j is exponential(
For n large enough,
The k = ⌊εn⌋ association maps also define the rates for b : for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we will cancel discrepancies with transpositions < d 2 , a j > A and < d 1 , a j > B occurring independently until a discrepancy is canceled. All with respect to j-th association map.
In other words, card b (w.r.t. group invariance) makes jumps that are label-to-label transpositions ≪ b , c ≫ if the card c is not a or a1 or a2 , . . . , ak .
For a , a1 , a2 , . . . , ak , transpositions
(with respect to j-th association map) occur independently until a discrepancy is canceled.
Recall k = ⌊εn⌋. We let T b again be the first time a jump from one of the discrepancy locations, d 1 or d 2 , to some a j in top or the bottom or both processes. Then T b is exponential( 2(k+1) n 2 ) . So, the average time for the discrepancy cancelation over all k association maps is T d = min{T a , T b } with
The k association maps will on average expire in n log (εn) units of time.
5.4.3 Discrepancies d ≥ 2 and εn association maps (i.e. k = ⌊εn⌋).
Let d 1 , . . . , d d denote all the discrepancies, and b1 ,...., bd denote all the discrepancy cards.
A t : . . . 4 6 b2 9 b8 b3 b4 b1 . . . B t : . . . 4 6 b8 9 b1 b4 b2 b3 . . .
Important: Each discrepancy card b1 ,...., bd will have a chain of ≈ εn d association maps attached to it, adding new at expiration times. Each chain will determine the rates for bm , a m1 , a m2 ,... cancelling the discrepancy with jumps ≪ a mj ,d i ≫. That is, for each m from 1 to d, transposition ≪ bm , i m1 ≫ is expected to take place at time t m1 , and an association map is created. Transposition ≪ a m1 ,i m2 ≫, where i m2 (i m2 = i m1 ) is a location with respect the association map, is expected to take place at time t m2 , and a new association map is created. And so on. Thus, for each m ∈ {1, . . . , d} creating (after ⌊ ⌋+1 iterations) a chain of association maps. Since all locations i mj corresponding to the k = ⌊εn⌋ association maps are different, for a given fixed κ ∈ (ε, 1), if we keep the number of association maps below κn at all times, then each expiration time t mj will have a Poisson exponential rate below 1−κ n .
